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Abstract
Background: There is an unspoken assumption that imprecision of measurement of phenotypes will not have
large systematic effects on the location of significant associations in a genome wide association study (GWAS). In
this report, the effects of two independent measurements of the same trait, subcutaneous fat thickness, were
examined in GWAS of 940 individuals.
Results: The trait values obtained by two independent groups working to the same trait definition were correlated
with r = 0.72. The allele effects obtained from the two analyses were only moderately correlated, with r = 0.53, and
there was one significant (P < 0.0001) association in common to the two measurements. The correlation between
allele effects was approximately equal to the square of the correlation between the trait measurements. An
important quantitative trait locus (QTL) on BTA14 appeared to be shifted distally by 1 Mb along the chromosome.
The divergence in GWAS was stronger with data coded into two discrete classes. Univariate trimming of the top
and bottom 5% of data, a method used to control for erroneous trait values, decreased the similarity between the
GWAS and increased the apparent shift of the QTL on BTA14. Stringent bivariate trimming of data, using only trait
values that were similar to each other in the two data sets, substantially improved the correlation of trait values
and allele effects in the GWAS, and showed evidence for two QTL on BTA14 separated by 1 Mb. Despite the
reduction in sample size due to trimming, more SNP were significant. Using the mean of the two measurements
of the trait was not as efficient as bivariate trimming.
Conclusions: It is recommended that trait values in GWAS experiments be examined for repeatability before the
experiment is performed. For traits that do not have high repeatability (r < 0.95), two or more independent
measurements of the same trait should be obtained for all samples, and individuals genotyped that have highly
correlated trait measurements.
Background
It is usually assumed that a trait is measured with a
degree of imprecision or error, but that the details of
the measurement of a trait will not affect the results of
a genome wide association study. Specifically, that 1) the
particular details of how the trait is measured, 2) who
measured it, and 3) whether the trait is subtly differently
measured in a second sample will not i) materially affect
the location of the most significant associations between
a DNA marker and the trait of interest or ii) affect the
confirmation of the results in a second sample, because
it is assumed that the errors in measurement are not
systematic. Genome wide association studies (GWAS)
c o m p a r eal a r g en u m b e ro fs i n g l en u c l e o t i d ep o l y -
morphisms (SNPs) to a trait measurement and SNPs
with strong associations are usually reported [1,2]. The
effect of genotypic error is well known and there is a
substantial amount of error checking of genotypes that
usually occurs before the GWAS is performed. There-
after, a second sample is used for confirmation usually
measured in the same way but often by a different set of
phenotypers, and there may be subtle differences in the
way the phenotypes were measured. The lack of confir-
mation of some of the associations is usually ascribed to
differences in some aspect of the genetics of the trait or
aspects of the sample, and lack of confirmation is most
generally ascribed to false discovery due to the large
number of tests performed or insufficient power in the
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that rely upon qualitative diagnosis, care is taken to
ensure that the same diagnostic criteria are used [5], but
there is always the possibility that different individuals
will interpret the criteria in their own way, leading to
heterogeneity in classifying individuals from one sample
to the next. With quantitative traits, such as a height or
weight measurement, this is usually not thought to be
an important source of variability, but many quantitative
traits are not automatically sampled by machine nor
have precise and unambiguous guidelines for measure-
ment, and alternative measurements of a trait may have
correlations r < 0.5 [6].
Two measurements of subcutaneous fat thickness
were collected on the same animals by two groups
working independently [7] and this provided the oppor-
tunity to examine the effects of measurement error of
phenotypes on the results of a GWAS. Of course, sub-
cutaneous fat thickness is also of intrinsic interest in
biological studies in many mammalian species because it
is linked to the overall fatness of an animal or how well
it is doing in a particular environment, to onset of pub-
erty, and is easily measured [8,9]. The thickness of the
fat layer in these studies was measured manually using a
ruler with 1 mm gradations adjacent to the crest of the
3
rd sacral vertebra, but as fat layers are not uniformly
thick there is clearly scope for variation in measure-
ments performed by different individuals. These animals
had been genotyped for a GWAS of body composition
[10] and one of the fat thickness measurements had
been analysed along with estimates of growth and food
efficiency. To determine how successful confirmation
would be in future studies of the same trait, and to eval-
uate how successful others would be in confirming our
findings, the likely importance of such imprecision was
investigated by comparing the results of the GWAS for
this trait to a GWAS performed using the unpublished
second measurement of subcutaneous fat thickness.
This analysis took previously collected genotypic data,
additional unpublished phenotypes and then reanalysed
the entire data set. The expectation was that there would
not be systematic differences in the two measurements,
that the underlying genetic basis for fat thickness would
be evident in both GWAS, and that the differences in
trait values might merely affect the degree of significance
of the most significant SNP associations, which would
l a r g e l yb ei nc o m m o n .T h ed a t aw e r et r i m m e di nt w o
ways to remove outliers to determine whether this would
be successful in controlling the differences between the
GWAS. The fat thickness data were also coded as a
threshold trait to determine how important such mea-
surement error might be for discrete traits, where indivi-
duals may be coded as affected or unaffected.
Results
The two subcutaneous fat thickness measurements for
the animals that were genotyped differed by an average
of 1.10 mm (s.e.m. = 0.12), the correlation was r = 0.72
between them, and the regression coefficient of
CHILLP8 on P8FAT was b =0 . 8 9 ,s . e .=0 . 0 3( T a b l e1 ) .
In all untrimmed data sets the P8FAT measurement had
a larger range and greater variance than the CHILLP8
measurement. The histograms for the CHILLP8 and
P8FAT distribution (Figures 1A &1B) both have a
longer right tail than left tail and are similar in shape
but the CHILLP8 histogram appears smoother than the
P8FAT histogram. Most measurements were similar to
each other but a substantial number of individuals
showed highly divergent results (Figures 2A &2B). Uni-
variate trimming, by removing the top and bottom 5%
Table 1 Characteristics of the subcutaneous fat thickness data with different types of trimming
Trait Sample n mean (mm) s.d. s.e.m. C.V. range (mm) r
B
CHILLP8
A GWAS 888 10.99 4.18 0.14 0.38 1-30 -
P8FAT
A GWAS 940 11.89 5.21 0.17 0.44 0-37 0.72
P8MEAN
A GWAS 888 11.55 4.34 0.15 0.38 2.5-29.5 0.91/0.94
C
CHILLP8 trim10% 799 10.80 3.22 0.11 0.30 5-18 -
P8FAT trim10% 846 11.63 4.10 0.14 0.35 5-21 0.61
D
CHILLP8 diff1 < 36 800 10.92 4.16 0.15 0.38 2-30 -
P8FAT diff1 < 36 800 11.56 4.62 0.16 0.40 1-30 0.85
CHILLP8 diff1 < 4 564 10.46 4.09 0.17 0.39 2-30 -
P8FAT diff1 < 4 564 10.68 4.23 0.18 0.40 2-30 0.95
CHILLP8 all 8,139 10.75 5.05 0.06 0.47 0-38 -
P8FAT all 8,653 11.63 5.65 0.06 0.49 0-42 0.81
A Subcutaneous fat thickness measured in millimetres aligned with the crest of the 3
rd sacral vertebra by two independent groups, with P8MEAN the average
between the two values
B Correlation between CHILLP8 and P8FAT for the same method of data trimming
C Correlation between P8MEAN to CHILLP8 and P8FAT respectively
D For samples in common for the two univariate trimmed data sets
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Page 2 of 12of values, reduced the range substantially for CHILLP8
and P8FAT, but did not improve the correlation
between traits, which reduced to r = 0.61. Bivariate
trimming substantially improved the correlation between
measurements but left the range and variance relatively
intact. Using the mean of the two P8 measurements
resulted in correlations that were similar to that
obtained with bivariate trimming at diff1 < 4 between
the two measurements, but resulted in a larger sample
for analysis.
P8FAT GWAS and difference to the CHILLP8 GWAS
The GWAS of the P8FAT measurement found 71 SNPs
significantly (P < 0.001) associated to the trait, which
represents a false positive rate (FPR) = 76% (Table 2).
This is a slightly lower FPR than that found for the
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Figure 1 Distribution of trait measurements in the sample. A. Histogram of CHILLP8 fat thickness for animals in the GWAS sample. Note the
excess frequency at 10 mm, B. Histogram of P8FAT thickness for animals in the GWAS sample, note the excess frequency at 10 mm and that
the distribution appears less smooth than the CHILLP8 distribution.
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Figure 2 Deviation between the two measurements of the trait. A. Bivariate plot of CHILLP8 and P8FAT for animals in this study, this plot
does not show the bivariate density of the two measurements because all the measurements are integers so they stack one on top of the
other. B. Histogram of squared differences between CHILLP8 and P8FAT measurements for the GWAS sample, note that the difference between
the vast majority of measurements is < 5 mm.
Table 2 Summary of genome wide associations for CHILLP8 and P8FAT under different kinds of trimming.
Trait Type N
SNP
A
FPR
B Common
Sig
SNPs
C
r
D Top 5
Chr
E
Sig
%
F
Best
region
G
Gene(s)
H
CHILLP8 GWAS 63 84% - - 14, 7, 8, 1, 6 42.9% BTA14:23 XKR4 to
PENK
including
PLAG1
P8FAT GWAS 71 76% 7 0.53 14, 9, 6, 8, 7 45.1% BTA14:25 NSMAF
& TOX
P8MEAN GWAS 59 92% 22/23
I 0.84/0.88
I 14, 8, 6, 3, 13 55.9% BTA14:23 & 25 XKR4 to
TOX
CHILLP8 trim10% 57 95% - - 14, 1, 11, 3, 22 38.6% BTA14:23 XKR4
to PENK
P8FAT trim10% 66 82% 0 0.38 14, 9, 29, 11, 10 47.0% BTA14:25 NSMAF
& TOX
CHILLP8 diff < 36 53 100% - - 14, 8, 3, 18, 13 45.2% BTA14:23
&2 5
XKR4 to
TOX
P8FAT diff < 36 52 100% 10 0.75 14, 2, 3, 1, 8 42.3% BTA14:23
&2 5
XKR4 to
TOX
CHILLP8 diff < 4 81 67% - - 14, 11, 1, 2, 7 48.1% BTA14:23
&2 5
XKR4 to
TOX
P8FAT diff < 4 98 55% 49 0.92 14, 11, 15, 2, 6 45.0% BTA14:23
&2 5
XKR4 to
TOX
A Number SNP significant at P < 0.001
B False positive rate
C Number of significant (P < 0.001) SNP in common between a CHILLP8 and P8FAT GWAS of the same type
D Correlation between allele effects of GWAS of CHILLP8 and P8FAT for the same method of data trimming
E Top 5 chromosomes with largest number of SNP significant at P < 0.001 in descending order of number of significant SNP
F Percent of SNP with P < 0.001 on the top 5 chromosomes compared to all chromosomes
G Genomic region with the largest number of SNP significant at P < 0.001
H Gene(s) located to this genomic region
I P8MEAN and CHILLP8 or P8FAT respectively
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Page 4 of 12GWAS of the CHILLP8 measurement, which reported
63 SNPs significantly (P < 0.001) associated to that trait
measurement, and FPR = 86%. These associations
showed a distinct excess of large t-test values compared
to the theoretical expectation, consistent with the dis-
covery of real associations (Figure 3). There were 7 sig-
nificant (P < 0.001) SNP in common (Table 2). The
largest aggregation of significant SNP associations in the
P8FAT GWAS was 10 SNPs out of 20 with P < 0.001 at
BTA14:25 Mb, in a 705.9 kb region that includes the
genes NSMAF and TOX. The largest aggregation of sig-
nificant SNP association in the CHILLP8 GWAS was 6
SNPs out of 11 with P < 0.001 on BTA14:23 Mb, in a
799.1 kb region that included the genes XKR4,
TMEM68, TGS1, LYN, RPS20, LOC787404, MOS,
PLAG1, CHCHD7, SDR16C5, and PENK. Six of these 31
SNP on BTA14 associated to either measurement were
significant (P < 0.0001) including BTB-01530836, which
had P =1 . 2×1 0
-6 (Table 3). These two aggregations of
SNPs are adjacent to each other but do not overlap and
are separated by 1.06 Mb (Figure 4). This QTL region
on BTA14 appears to be substantially stronger than all
others for this trait although its exact location appears
to shift depending on the trait measurement used. To
summarise the differences in the GWAS, the correlation
of allele effects was r = 0.53 and of -logP values was r =
0.36 (Figure 5). These correlations are substantially less
than the correlation between measurements, and the
correlation between the allele effects was approximately
equal to the square of the correlation between the trait
measurements (i.e., r = 0.72 gives r
2 = 0.52).
The effect of data trimming
Univariate trimming of the top and bottom 5% of data
for CHILLP8 or P8FAT decreased the similarity between
the two GWAS. The correlation of allele effects
decreased to r = 0.38, a value similar to the square of
the correlation between the CHILLP8 and P8FAT mea-
surements after trimming the top and bottom 5% of
measurements (r = 0.61 gives r
2 =0 . 3 7 ) .N o n eo ft h e
significant (P < 0.001) SNPs were significant for both
CHILLP8 and P8FAT (Table 2). The clusters of SNP on
B T A 1 4w e r ei nd i f f e r e n tl o c a t i o n si nt h et w oG W A S ,
similar to that found in the full data set (Figure 4), with
a slightly greater distance between the clusters. The
most significant SNP in the CHILLP8 GWAS was now
on BTA8:82 Mb (BTB-01733915) and the most signifi-
cant SNP in the P8FAT GWAS was on BTA14:25 Mb
(Hapmap32434-BTC-011497).
Bivariate trimming improved the correlation between
allele effects for a GWAS of P8FAT and CHILLP8. Trim-
ming at diff1 < 36 decreased the sample size by 140 and
88 respectively for the P8FAT and CHILLP8 datasets but
increased the correlation of allele effects to r = 0.75, a
value similar to the square of the correlation between the
CHILLP8 and P8FAT measurements after trimming at
diff1 < 36 (r = 0.85 gives r
2 = 0.72). The number of signif-
icant (P < 0.001) associations decreased for CHILLP8 and
P8FAT, but there was an increase in the number of SNPs
that were significant in common. The CHILLP8 and
P8FAT GWAS showed two clusters of SNP, one at
BTA14:23 and one at BTA14:25 Mb, although there were
more SNP in the BTA14:23 Mb cluster than in the
BTA14:25 Mb cluster for both GWAS (Figure 4).
Bivariate trimming at diff1 < 4 decreased the sample
by 376 for P8FAT and 324 for CHILLP8 and not only
increased the correlation between allele effects it
reduced the FPR for the experiment and generated
smaller p-values for the SNP. The correlation between
allele effects between the GWAS increased to r = 0.92
which is approximately equal to the square of the corre-
lation of the trait values trimmed at diff1 < 4 (r = 0.95
gives r
2 = 0.90). The number of significant SNP nearly
d o u b l e d( T a b l e2 ) ,t h en u m b e ro fs i g n i f i c a n tS N Pi n
common increased to 49 and there were 14 SNP in
common at P < 0.0001. On BTA 14, each of the GWAS
showed two clusters of SNP separated by approximately
1 Mb, with both GWAS showing SNP significant (P <
0.0001) in both clusters (Figure 4), and the SNP
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Figure 3 The Q-Q plot of t-values in the CHILLP8 GWAS.T h e
quantile-quantile plot of the observed distribution of the t-values
for the GWAS of CHILLP8 compared to the theoretical distribution.
The plot represents at least 50 thousand data points. Points at the
extreme of the observed distribution show values that were larger
than expected.
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Page 5 of 12Hapmap25761-BTC-065280 (BTA14: 25081788) was
associated with P8FAT with P = 7.4 × 10
-7.
An alternative to trimming is to average the two trait
measurements (P8MEAN), which may reduce the num-
ber of highly divergent measurements and preserve as
h i g has a m p l es i z ea sp o s s i b l e .O v e r a l l ,t h ec o r r e l a t i o n
between CHILLP8 and the P8MEAN allele effects was r
= 0.84 and between P8FAT and P8MEAN allele effects
was r = 0.88. These are approximately equal to the square
of the correlations between the trait measurements of
CHILLP8 and P8MEAN and P8FAT and P8MEAN (r =
0.91 gives r
2 = 0.83 and r = 0.94 give r
2 =0 . 8 8 ,r e s p e c -
tively). The number of significant SNPs were relatively
low (Table 2) but a large proportion were shared and 7
significant SNPs were shared between all three measure-
ments. Importantly, there was evidence for both clusters
of significant SNPs associated to P8MEAN on BTA14,
however, there were fewer significant SNP in each
cluster, and the P-values were not as small (Figure 4).
Averaging the trait measurements was not as efficient as
stringent bivariate trimming.
The effect on discrete phenotypes
When the phenotypes were coded as affected or unaf-
fected, depending upon whether they exceeded the +1 s.
d. threshold above the mean, the effect of misclassifica-
tion was greater on these results, but bivariate trimming
was able to mitigate these effects substantially (Table 4).
The correlation between allele effects for the full data
set was r = 0.45 and increased to r = 0.68 for bivariate
trimming at diff1 < 4. The percentage discordantly
scored individuals declined from 14.5 to 5.3%. With dis-
crete phenotypes the associations were more significant,
and at a stringency of diff1 < 4 there were 236 signifi-
cant (P < 0.001) SNPs in the CHILLP8 GWAS, 128 sig-
nificant (P < 0.001) SNPs in the P8FAT GWAS. There
Table 3 Significant (P < 0.0001) SNP in the GWAS analyses of CHILLP8 and P8FAT
SNP gene
symbol
Chr position
(bp)
Allele f
A b
(mm)
s.e. P
CHILLP8
ARS-BFGL-
NGS-97163
proximal
SOX14
1 133446995 G 0.01 2.85 0.64 1.1 × 10
-5
BTB-
00174922
proximal
SEMA3D
4 36143304 C 0.98 -2.77 0.64 1.9 × 10
-5
BTB-
00174955
proximal
SEMA3D
4 36253391 G 0.98 -2.77 0.64 1.9 × 10
-5
Hapmap55575-
rs29016266
UNC5C 6 31006416 C 0.31 0.77 0.19 6.1 × 10
-5
ARS-BFGL-
NGS-100395
TNC 8 109649680 C 0.23 -0.81 0.20 4.6 × 10
-5
BTB-
01530788
XKR4 14 22720373 C 0.21 1.06 0.22 1.6 × 10
-6
BTB-
01530836
XKR4 14 22768980 G 0.79 -1.08 0.22 1.2 × 10
-6
BTB-
00557585
XKR4 14 22803366 C 0.21 1.02 0.22 4.4 × 10
-5
BTB-
00557532
distal XKR4 14 22838801 G 0.21 0.93 0.22 2.8 × 10
-5
Hapmap53460-
rs29027620
SUCLG2 22 34764990 G 0.41 -0.69 0.17 3.5 × 10
-5
P8FAT
Hapmap42233-
BTA-49670
proximal
LOC615631
1 83842132 C 0.83 -1.08 0.27 8.7 × 10-5
Hapmap50089-
BTA-75090
DMC1 5 117300831 G 0.06 -2.12 0.44 1.8 × 10
-6
ιHapmap55575-
rs29016266
UNC5C 6 31006416 C 0.30 0.94 0.24 9.8 × 10
-5
BTB-
00529060
TLE1 8 60156808 G 0.18 -1.21 0.31 8.8 × 10
-5
Hapmap32434-
BTC-011497
NSMAF 14 24607054 G 0.65 0.94 0.21 7.4 × 10
-6
UA-IFASA-
7902
TOX 14 24933303 C 0.46 0.85 0.22 9.0 × 10
-5
A Allele frequency across the entire sample.
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the GWAS, four of these common SNPs were significant
at the 1 × 10
-5 threshold, and one of these SNPs was
significant at the 1 × 10
-7 threshold. Obviously, with dis-
crete phenotypes it is possible to exclude all discrepantly
coded individuals, and all +A and A+ individuals (Table
4) could be removed to give exactly the same output
from a GWAS. After bivariate trimming at diff1 < 4,
and then removal of the 20 discordant phenotypes,
there were 4 SNPs that were significant at P <1×1 0
-8
and 129 SNPs that were significant at P < 0.001,
obtained with a sample of n = 359 animals.
Discussion
The error in measuring phenotypes had a strong effect
on the profiles of significant SNP identified in the
GWAS. There was a small overlap in the significant
SNPs, the chromosomes with the largest number of sig-
nificant SNPs were similar but not the same, and the
region with the largest number of significant SNPs,
occurring on BTA14 in both of the trait measurements,
was shifted by at least 1 Mb towards the telomere. Fol-
low up studies of this important QTL on BTA14 could
have ended up wasting time studying a non-overlapping
set of genes. Overall, the correlation in allele effects was
moderate and was approximately equal to the square of
the correlation between the trait measurements for all
data sets. As the correlation between trait measurements
declines below approximately r = 0.95 between duplicate
trait measurements, the similarity between GWAS will
decline rapidly. For qualitative traits using a threshold
to determine whether an individual is affected,
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Figure 4 Evidence for QTLs on BTA14 under different kinds and amounts of data trimming. Manhattan plots of SNP associations to
CHILLP8 (black) and P8FAT (red) plotted against distance along part of chromosome BTA14 in Mb. The four panels show the original GWAS
data, which also includes P8MEAN (dark grey), the univariate trimmed data excluding the top and bottom 5% of values, the bivariate trimmed
data with the threshold set at diff1 < 36, and the bivariate trimmed data with the threshold set at diff1 < 4.
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patibility between the GWAS, possibly because it is a
more powerful statistical design. These results suggest
that one would expect to find minimal overlap in the
significant SNP from one study to the next if a different
but correlated trait was used in a confirmation study,
such as rib fat thickness or intramuscular fat percentage.
The attempts to control measurement error were not
all equally successful, and even small amounts of mea-
surement error still caused differences in the GWAS.
Univariate trimming, which is generally used to remove
obviously erroneous outliers, such as a 1,000 kg human,
or a 90 kg peregrine falcon, made the comparison
between GWAS worse. Nevertheless, despite the
increased divergence between measurements, the QTL
on BTA14 was still found in both GWAS, except that
the disparity in the location of the QTL in each GWAS
increased. Bivariate trimming, even at an equivalent of
the removal of around 10% of the most divergent mea-
surements, showed an improvement in similarity
between the GWAS. At the most stringent level, the
overall experimental statistics such as the FPR and the
size of the p-values improved, so that smaller p-values
were generated for the significant SNP despite the
decrease in sample size. More importantly, for the QTL
on BTA14, its location was clarified into two adjacent
Q T L ,s e p a r a t e db y1M b .U s i n gt h em e a no ft h et w o
measurements helped to reduce phenotypic error, also
showed two QTL separated by 1 Mb on BTA14, but the
FPR was close to 100% and the p-values were substan-
tially larger. This suggests that taking the average does
not remove error, and it does not reduce error suffi-
ciently that the errors will not affect a GWAS study.
Nevertheless, even with the most stringent amounts of
bivariate trimming, so that the trait measurements were
very highly correlated, the list of significant SNP of the
two GWAS did not coincide. This suggests that the
deterministic methods used to analyse GWAS data are
sensitive to small differences when mapping quantitative
traits and every effort needs to be made to improve the
precision of trait measurement, or to develop methods
of analysis that are not so sensitive to error. It is there-
fore recommended that trait values in GWAS experi-
ments be examined for repeatability before the
experiment is performed. At present, duplicate, indepen-
dent measures of the phenotype are not made for GWA
studies, so routine bivariate trimming would not be pos-
sible for most data sets. For traits that do not have high
repeatability (r < 0.95), two or more independent mea-
surements of the same trait should be obtained for all
samples, and individuals genotyped that have highly cor-
related trait measurements.
The major differences in the trait measurements in
this study were that 1) a different group of individuals
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Figure 5 The divergence between allele effects and their
significance in the GWAS of the two trait measurements.A .
Bivariate plot of allele effects of CHILLP8 (x-axis) and P8FAT (y-axis),
the relationship has a correlation of r = 0.53, B. Bivariate plot of
-logP values of CHILLP8 (x-axis) and P8FAT (y-axis), the relationship
has a correlation of r = 0.36.
Table 4 Effects on coding of affected and unaffected
individuals at a threshold
Phenotype similarity
A
Data set ++ +A A+ AA %
B r
C
Full data 704 64 64 56 14.4 0.45
diff1 < 36 652 19 48 51 8.7 0.55
diff1 < 4 342 2 18 17 5.3 0.68
A Numbers of individuals coded as unaffected (+) or affected (A) using a
threshold of > +1 s.d. in the CHILLP8 and P8FAT data, respectively
B Percentage of discrepant codes for both traits
C Correlation of allele effects for the discretised CHILLP8 and P8FAT data
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Page 8 of 12performed the measurement (accredited AUSMEAT
inspectors versus trained meat scientists), and 2) the
P8FAT measurement was performed about an hour
after slaughter on a warm carcass whereas the CHILLP8
measurement was performed after the carcass had been
refrigerated, and would have been measured within 24
hours of the P8FAT measurement. Although one cannot
explicitly disentangle the effects of warm vs chiller and
inspectors vs meat scientists, because the comparison
w a sw a r m + i n s p e c t o r sv sc o l d + scientists, the differences
between the mean CHILLP8 and P8FAT were ~ 1 mm
and the regression coefficient of one measure on the
other was nearly 1 in the entire sample (b = 0.90) with a
small standard error of estimation (s.e. = 0.01), which
suggests that overall, there was little shrinkage in the fat
thickness. Furthermore, the plot of divergence suggests
that most of the difference is due to strongly divergent
measurements for a minority of samples, implicating
operator error rather than systematic differences due to
the chiller. Nevertheless, given these factors of when,
where and by whom the trait was measured, these mea-
surement differences may be at the extreme end of
divergence of measurement of the same trait, and stu-
dies of other traits may not be as strongly affected.
However, until other analyses of independently per-
formed repeated measurements are obtained one cannot
be sure that the results obtained here are atypical or
that they will represent a general phenomenon.
More importantly, these results suggest that a wide
variety of phenotypes may be subject to unreproducible
results due to technical issues associated with phenotype
measurement. In the measurement of fat thickness, fat
layers are not uniformly thick and so slight differences
in where an individual or group of scorers placed the
ruler could potentially affect the measure obtained.
Some phenotypes are more likely to be affected by such
measurement problems. For example, metabolite or hor-
mone concentrations may show diurnal or weekly cycles
or may show different values in different assays [11]. A
bone thickness or length will depend upon a landmark
being identified and used consistently [12]. A waist mea-
surement, defined as the region of smallest circumfer-
ence, might be made at a different location in each
individual, or if measured at a particular part of the
abdomen might not be the smallest circumference [13].
These results also show that the effects of measurement
accuracy are stronger on the coding of affected or unaf-
fected status, such as when an individual passes a
threshold. Traits that may be affected by such thresholds
are schizophrenia or obesity.
These effects on GWAS studies yield sobering impli-
cations for genomic selection or phenotype prediction.
Genomic selection or phenotype prediction uses LD
between markers and traits in one study to predict the
performance of a separate set of animals using their
genotypes for the same panel of markers, usually a set
of tens to hundreds of thousands of SNPs in a SNP
array [14,15]. There is the implicit assumption in those
studies that if large enough numbers of SNPs and large
enough sample sizes of animals are used then high pre-
dictive accuracy will be obtained. Genomic selection
depends for its success not only on the significance of
the most significant SNPs but includes loci with mini-
mal evidence for significance and even SNPs with non-
significant effects into these models [16-19]. The results
in this study show that evidence for larger QTL can
appear to shift by 1 Mb along the chromosome, and the
evidence for smaller QTL can disappear altogether,
which will affect the list of SNP used in these predic-
tions. In addition, genomic selection analyses may be
affected by trait measurement error because even after
the majority of discordant data have been removed the
allele effects in the two GWAS still showed clear differ-
ences. These results suggest that the prediction accuracy
of such genomic selection or prediction studies will only
improve once better phenotypic measures are collected,
either by double scoring the phenotypes or by more
accurate machine based collection of precisely defined
phenotypes.
Conclusions
It is recommended that trait values in GWAS experi-
ments be examined for repeatability before the experi-
ment is performed. Wherever possible, independent
scorers should collect the repeated data. For traits that
do not have high repeatability (r < 0.95), two or more
independent measurements of the same trait should be
obtained for all samples. This threshold is suggested
because the square of a decimal fraction begins to
depart substantially from the original fraction below a
value of 0.95, and the correlation between allele effects
between two GWAS is approximately equal to the
square of the correlation between trait values. For pro-
spective individuals in a GWAS, only those with accu-
rately measured trait values should be genotyped, such
as those that have highly correlated trait measurements.
Methods
Samples
The samples on which these analyses were based have
been reported previously [20-23]. Briefly, in the Genetic
Correlations Experiment of the Cooperative Research
Centre for the Cattle and Beef Industry (Beef CRC)
there were 9,150 animals with DNA samples and pheno-
typic measurements from 7 pure breeds (Angus, Here-
ford, Murray Grey, Shorthorn, Brahman, Belmont Red
and Santa Gertrudis) and animals obtained by crossing
these breeds to Brahman dams. These were bred from
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Page 9 of 12428 sires with a range of sibships from 1-95. DNA of
940 of these Beef CRC cattle had been used for the
GWAS and the selection of these animals was described
in detail [10]. These animals form the bulk of the sam-
ple reported previously in studies of residual feed intake
(RFI) [20,23]. The breed composition of the sample con-
sisted of 220 Angus, 146 Hereford, 55 Murray Grey, 81
Shorthorn, 78 Brahman, 165 Belmont Red, 126 Santa
Gertrudis, 25 Taurine-Brahman crossbred and 44 Tropi-
cal Composite-Brahman crossbred animals.
In cattle in Australia, subcutaneous fat thickness mea-
surements are taken at the P8 position, which is aligned
with the crest of the 3
rd sacral vertebra, using a cut and
measure procedure with a specially designed ruler with
1 mm gradations (http://www.ausmeat.com.au/industry-
standards/meat/beef.aspx, Beef & Veal Language). In
this study we distinguish between the trait and the mea-
surement of the trait. Here, P8 subcutaneous fat thick-
ness is the trait and it was measured twice. The usual
measurement is the warm dressed carcass measurement
and is taken by an accredited AUSMEAT inspector and
was called P8FAT in this study. There were 8,653 ani-
mals with P8FAT measurements. In addition to this
measurement, the animals were also measured at the
same location using the same instrument within 24
hours by a team of trained meat scientists in the chiller
[7] and is called CHILLP8 in this study. Of the animals
with P8FAT measurements, there were 8,139 animals
with CHILLP8 measurements from undamaged car-
casses after the hide was removed. Fat thickness may
change to some extent on cooling so the regression of
one measurement on the other may not be 1. Although
it might be tempting to view CHILLP8 and P8FAT as
different traits, i.e., that there is a biological difference
between them, the effects of chilling appear more to be
environmental than biological. For example, several ran-
dom factors affect the speed of chilling, such as location
of the carcass in the chiller, length of time in the chiller,
the differences between chillers, and a small contribu-
tion from differences in fatty acid composition of the fat
between individuals, affected by diet and the genetics of
the animal [24-26]. Furthermore, an effect of chilling is
that fat would be more easily seen on chilled carcasses
but warm carcasses are not affected by differences in
degree and speed of chilling. Of course, irrespective of
the temperature at which the sample is measured, fat
layers are not uniformly thick and may also be slightly
crenulated, so measurements may differ because of the
exact location of the ruler on the tissue. These are not
genetic but environmental aspects of the measurement
of the trait, so they should not affect the apparent loca-
tion of the genes affecting the trait. Nevertheless, differ-
ences in the measurement of fat thickness itself should
merely reflect the differences obtained when two groups
measure the same trait in the same way on the same
animals at different times and under different condi-
tions, and these should not affect the genetic propensity
of the animals to develop a layer of subcutaneous fat.
Analysis
In total, 940 animals with P8FAT thickness measure-
ments, of which 888 had CHILLP8 measurements, had
b e e ng e n o t y p e dp r e v i o u s l yu s i n gt h eI l l u m i n aB o v i n e
S N P 5 0A r r a y[ 2 7 ]c o n s i s t i n go f5 4 , 0 0 1S N P s[ 1 0 ] .T h e
DNA samples were genotyped by Illumina Inc (Hay-
ward, California) who performed the initial quality con-
trol. Genotypes were analyzed for 10%GC scores, call
rates, call frequency, cluster separation, and deviations
from Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium using the Genome
Studio Software version 1.0. In addition, tests of
repeated genotyping of the same animal were included
but the identity of the repeat was unknown to the geno-
typer, and included individuals of known pedigree.
In this analysis the same analytical model and software
was used to analyse the associations. In brief, analyses
were performed using a mixed model implemented
through the software ASReml [28] where the trait ~
mean + fixed effects + SNP genotype + animal + error.
Animal and error were treated as random effects. The
fixed effects were herd of origin nested in breed, and
s e x( s )a n ds l a u g h t e rg r o u p( s g )c o n c a t e n a t e dt of o r m
ssg [10,29]. Five generations of pedigree information was
used to construct a numerator matrix defining the rela-
tionships between animals. The SNP genotype was
coded as number of copies of a reference allele consist-
ing of 0, 1 and 2, so that the association was a regres-
sion of the phenotype on number of copies of an allele,
and the t-test of the regression coefficient over its stan-
dard error was evaluated for significance. Each SNP was
analysed one at a time using this model. A SNP array
perforce tests a large number of SNP, not all of which
are independent. The significance threshold of a =
0.001 was used in the GWAS to limit the number of
SNP to be considered. In GWAS, due to the number of
tests, the more relaxed the threshold in the discovery
sample the more false positives will be discovered. The
more stringent the significance threshold the more likely
it is that real genetic effects of small size will be over-
looked due to sampling effects. The false positive rate
FPR = Ep/Op where Ep is the expected number of SNP
with P values below a particular significance threshold,
given the number of SNP in the panel and assuming
that all tests are independent, and Op is the observed
number of SNP with P values below that same thresh-
old. The observed distribution of t-tests was compared
to the theoretical distribution in a quantile-quantile (Q-
Q) plot using the R program software [30] downloaded
from http://www.r-project.org/. The raw phenotypes,
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different models were compared by calculating Pearson
correlation coefficients.
Univariate and bivariate data trimming
Two forms of trimming of the data were performed.
Univariate trimming was used to remove values from
the top and bottom 5% of the distribution. Univariate
trimming is a typical method to remove outliers or
obviously incorrectly measured individuals [31] and
mild ‘winsoring’ has been used in GWAS analyses [17].
As there were two independent measures of the phe-
notype in this study, bivariate trimming was used to
remove widely divergent estimates of the phenotype.
The difference between measurements was diff1 =
(ychillp8 -y p8fat)
2.As e c o n dm e t h o d ,d i f f 2=( y chillp8 -
yp8fat)
2/0.5(ychillp8 +y p8fat), in which the difference
between measurements is scaled by the size of the
measurement, yielded essentially the same list of sam-
ples, so only diff1 was used in this study. Animals that
had extreme trait values either due to univariate or
bivariate trimming were excluded from data sets and
t h eG W A Sw e r er e r u n .
Trait transformation from quantitative to discrete
To determine how important the misclassification
would be if discrete phenotypes were analysed, the fat
thickness measurements were treated as if they were a
t h r e s h o l dt r a i t .I th a sb e e nt h e o r i s e dt h a tm a n yd i s -
crete traits represent an underlying quantitative trait
[32] and when the quantitative underpinning reaches a
particular value the individual is classified as affected.
In practical terms this might apply to the classification
of traits such as obesity in humans, based on height
and weight, or schizophrenia based on a cumulative
score for a set questionnaire, where a classification
threshold needs to be crossed for an individual to be
classified as affected. To generate discrete values,
adjusted trait values > 1 s.d. above the mean were clas-
sified as affected. The adjusted trait values were
obtained by analysing the raw data using the model
specified above without including SNP information.
This resulted in 120 out of 888 animals for CHILLP8
and 128 for P8FAT. The 8 extra P8FAT animals clo-
sest to the threshold were classified as unaffected to
ensure that the number of ‘affected’ and ‘unaffected’
samples were the same, although the identities of the
affected samples may be different for each measure-
ment. The sample animals excluded by bivariate trim-
m i n ga td i f f 1<4a n dd i f f 1<3 6r e s p e c t i v e l yw e r e
removed from the data set and GWAS for all sets of
discrete phenotypes were performed. Tests for trends
of affected status on number of copies of alleles were
performed [33].
Gene abbreviations
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